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Abstract

We consider the set Gn of all period sets of strings of length n over a finite alphabet.

We show that there is redundancy in period sets and introduce the notion of an irreducible

period set. We prove that Gn is a lattice under set inclusion and does not satisfy the Jordan–

Dedekind condition. We propose the first efficient enumeration algorithm for Gn and

improve upon the previously known asymptotic lower bounds on the cardinality of Gn:
Finally, we provide a new recurrence to compute the number of strings sharing a given

period set, and exhibit an algorithm to sample uniformly period sets through irreducible

period set.
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1. Introduction

We consider the period sets of strings of length n over a finite alphabet, and
specific representations of them, (auto)correlations, which are binary vectors of
length n indicating the periods. Among the possible 2n bit vectors, only a small
subset are valid autocorrelations. In [9], Guibas and Odlyzko provide characteriza-
tions of correlations, asymptotic bounds on their number, and a recurrence for the
population size of a correlation, i.e., the number of strings sharing a given
correlation. However, until now, no one has investigated the combinatorial structure
of Gn; the set of all correlations of length n; nor has anyone proposed an efficient
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enumeration algorithm for Gn: Note that Gn can be enumerated by a brute
force algorithm that computes the period sets for all possible strings over a given
alphabet.

In this paper, we show that there is redundancy in period sets, introduce the
notion of an irreducible period set, and show how to efficiently convert between the
two representations (Section 2). We prove that Gn is a lattice under set inclusion and
does not satisfy the Jordan–Dedekind condition. While Ln; the set of all irreducible
period sets, does satisfy that condition, it does not form a lattice (Section 3). We
propose the first efficient enumeration algorithm for Gn (Section 4) and improve
upon the previously known asymptotic lower bounds for the cardinality of Gn

(Section 5). We provide a new recurrence to compute the population sizes of
correlations (Section 6). Finally, we exhibit a Markov chain algorithm to uniformly
sample period sets using properties of irreducible period sets (Section 7). This article
is a augmented version of an abstract [20].

Periods of strings have proven useful mainly in two areas of research. First,
in pattern matching, several off-line algorithms take advantage of the periods
of the pattern to speed up the search for its occurrences in a text (see [4] for a
review). Second, several statistics of pattern occurrences have been investigated
which take into account the pattern’s periodicity. For instance, the probability
of a pattern’s absence in a Bernoulli text depends on its correlation [21]. In another
work [18,19], we investigate the number of missing words in a random text
and the number of common words between two random texts. Computing their
expectation requires the enumeration of all correlations and the calculation of
their population sizes. This has applications in the analysis of approximate
pattern matching, in computational molecular biology, and in the testing of
random number generators (RNG). Hereunder, we give some details on these
applications.

Among numerous empirical tests designed to check RNGs (see [12] for a
comprehensive list) are the monkey tests [14,16]. Each call to the RNG is used to
choose a symbol in an alphabet and n successive calls yield a sequence of length n: If
for numerous generated sequences, the number of words of length k (with k{n) that
do not occur in the sequence is significantly different from the expected number of
missing words of a random sequence, the monkey test rejects the RNG. The
distribution of the number of missing words is conjectured to be Gaussian [19].
The first method to computes its expectation was presented in [19] and requires the
enumeration of all autocorrelations of size k:

In the domain of approximate pattern matching, some algorithms first filter
uninteresting regions of the text to be searched and then apply a dynamic
programming algorithm on remaining regions that may contain an approximate
match [11,15,22]. For a chosen word length k; the filtration steps work by comparing
the vocabulary of a region and of the pattern. The average filtration efficiency on
random texts is related to the number of missing words and can be assessed using the
above-mentioned method. This suggests practical rules to choose the parameters of
the method. Such filtration algorithms are applied in the field of computational
biology where large sequence databases are searched [2,10,17].
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1.1. Notations, definitions and elementary properties

Let S be a finite alphabet of size s: A sequence of n letters of S indexed from 0 to
n � 1 is called a word or a string of length n over S: We denote the length of a word
U :¼ U0U1yUn�1 by jU j: For any 0pipjon; Ui::j :¼ UiyUj is called a substring of

U : Moreover, U0::j is a prefix and Ui::n�1 is a suffix of U : We denote by S�;
respectively by Sn; the set of all finite words, resp. of all words of length n; over S:

Definition 1.1 (Period). Let UASn and let p be a non-negative integer with pon:
Then p is a period of U iff: 80pion � p : Ui ¼ Uiþp:

In other words, p is a period iff another copy of U shifted p positions to the right
over the original matches in the overlapping positions, or equivalently, iff the prefix
and suffix of U of length n � p are equal. By convention, any word has the trivial null
period, 0:

Some properties of periods are: If p is a period then any multiple of p lower than n

is also period. If p is a period and the suffix of length n � p has period q; then U has
period p þ q; and conversely. For an in-depth study, we refer the reader to [3,9,13].
Here, we need the Theorem of Fine and Wilf, also called the GCD-rule, and a useful
corollary.

Theorem 1.1 (Fine and Wilf [7]). Let UASn: If U has periods p and q with ppq and

p þ qpn þ gcdðp; qÞ; then gcdðp; qÞ is also a period.

Lemma 1.1. Let UASn with smallest non-null period ppIn
2
m: If ion � p þ 2 is a

period of U ; then it is a multiple of p:

Proof. Assume that p[i: Then g :¼ gcdðp; iÞop; and trivially gX1: Therefore,
p þ i � gpn; and Theorem 1.1 says that g is a period, contradicting the premise that
p is the smallest non-null period. &

Sets of periods and autocorrelations: Let UASn: We denote the set of all periods of
U by PðUÞ: We have that PðUÞD½0; n � 1
: The autocorrelation v of U is a
representation of PðUÞ: It is a binary vector of length n such that: 80pion; vi ¼ 1 iff
iAPðUÞ; and vi ¼ 0 otherwise. As v and PðUÞ represent the same set, we use them
interchangeably and write PðUÞ ¼ v:We use both iAv and vi ¼ 1 to express that i is a
period of a word U with autocorrelation v: We also write that i is a period of v: The
smallest non-null period of U or of v is called its basic period and is denoted by pðUÞ
or pðvÞ:

We denote the concatenation of two binary strings s and t by st; and the k-fold

concatenation of s with itself by sk: So 10kw is the string starting with 1, followed by
k 0s, and ending with the string w:

Let Gn :¼ fvAf0; 1gn j (UASn: v ¼ PðUÞg be the set of all autocorrelations of
strings in Sn: We denote its cardinality by kn: The autocorrelations in Gn can be
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partitioned according to their basic period; thus, for 0ppon; we denote by Gn;p the

subset of autocorrelations whose basic period is p; and by kn;p the cardinality of

this set. The set inclusion defines a partial order on elements of Gn: For u; vAGn;
we denote by uDv; resp. by uCv; the inclusion, resp. the strict inclusion, of u in v:
We write vgu if v covers u in the inclusion relationship, i.e., if uCv; and uDyCv

implies y ¼ u:

1.2. Characterization of correlations

In [9], Guibas and Odlyzko characterized the correlations of length n in terms of
the forward propagation rule (FPR), the backward propagation rule (BPR), and also
by a recursive predicate X: We review the main theorem and the definitions.

Theorem 1.2 (Characterization of correlations [9]). Let vAf0; 1gn: The following

statements are equivalent:

1. v is the correlation of a binary word.

2. v is the correlation of a word over an alphabet of size X2:
3. v0 ¼ 1 and v satisfies the forward and backward propagation rules.

4. v satisfies the predicate X:

Let vAf0; 1gn: We define the FPR, BPR and give predicate X:

Definition 1.1. v satisfies the FPR iff for all pairs ðp; qÞ satisfying 0ppoqon and
vp ¼ vq ¼ 1; it follows that vpþiðq�pÞ ¼ 1 for all i ¼ 2;y;Iðn � pÞ=ðq � pÞm:

Definition 1.2. v satisfies the BPR iff for all pairs ðp; qÞ satisfying 0ppoqo2p;
vp ¼ vq ¼ 1; and v2p�q ¼ 0; it follows that vp�iðq�pÞ ¼ 0 for all i ¼ 2;y;minðIp=ðq �
pÞm;Iðn � pÞ=ðq � pÞmÞ:

Predicate X: v satisfies X iff v0=1 and, if p is the basic period of v; one of the
following conditions is satisfied:

Case a: ppIn=2m: Let r :¼ mod ðn; pÞ; q :¼ p þ r and w the suffix of v of length q:
Then for all j in ½1; n � q
 vj ¼ 1 if j ¼ ip for some i; and vj ¼ 0 otherwise; and the

following conditions hold:

1. r ¼ 0 or wp ¼ 1;

2. if pðwÞop then pðwÞ þ p4q þ gcdðpðwÞ; pÞ;
3. w satisfies predicate X:

Case b: p4In=2m: We have 8j: 1pjop; vj ¼ 0: Let w be the suffix of v of length

n � p; then w satisfies predicate X:
Guibas and Odlyzko proved that verifying the predicate requires OðnÞ time. Note

that X is recursive on the length of the binary vector. When v is tested, X is
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recursively applied to a unique suffix of v denoted w (in case a, jwj ¼ p þ r; in case b,
jwj ¼ n � p). We call the corresponding w the nested autocorrelation of v: The
following theorem is a consequence of the FPR and BPR, and of characterization 3
in Theorem 1.2 (see [9]).

Theorem 1.3. Let v be a correlation of length n: Any substring viyvj of v with

0pipjon such that vi ¼ 1 is a correlation of length j � i þ 1:

2. Irreducible periods

We show that the period set of a word is in one-to-one correspondence with a
smaller set which we call its associated irreducible period set (IPS for short).

A full period set contains redundancies since some periods are deducible
from others as specified by the forward propagation rule (FPR, see Section 1.2).
For example with n ¼ 12; in the period set f0; 7; 9; 11g; 11 can be obtained
from 7 and 9 using the FPR (11 ¼ 9þ 1ð9� 7Þ) and is the only deducible
period. The IPS is thus f0; 7; 9g: In this section, we formally define the notion
of IPS and we prove that the mapping R from Gn to Ln; the set of all IPSs,
is bijective. We also show how to compute the IPS from the period set, and
conversely.

Let nAN: Define the map FC0
n : 2½0;n�1
-2½0;n�1
; v/v0 by v0j :¼ 1 if there exist

indices ppq such that vp ¼ vq ¼ 1 and j ¼ p þ kðq � pÞ for some kX0; and v0j ¼ 0

otherwise. Now the forward closure FCn is the repeated application of FC0
n until

closure is reached.

Definition 2.2 (Irreducible period set). Let TAGn be a period set. A subset S :¼
fp0;y; plg of T is an associated irreducible period set (IPS) of T iff it satisfies both
following conditions:

1. T is the forward closure of S; i.e., FCnðSÞ ¼ T ;

2. For all triples ðh; i; j Þ satisfying 0phoiojpl we have 8kANþ : pjapiþ
kðpi � phÞ:

Condition (2) expresses formally the fact that in an IPS no period can be obtained
from smaller periods with the FPR. It is equivalent to saying that S is the smallest

subset of T such that FCnðSÞ ¼ T : In other words, S is an IPS of T if it is the
intersection of all sets whose forward closure is T : From this, one can see that the
associated IPS exists and is unique. Therefore, we can define a function R that maps
a period set to its associated IPS. Now, we define Ln :¼ RðGnÞ and prove that the
correspondence between period sets and IPSs is one-to-one.

Theorem 2.1. R : Gn-Ln;P/RðPÞ is bijective.
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Proof. By definition, R is surjective. To prove that R is injective we need to
show that RðPÞ ¼ RðQÞ implies P ¼ Q: If RðPÞ ¼ RðQÞ then P ¼ FCnðRðPÞÞ ¼
FCnðRðQÞÞ ¼ Q by condition (1) of Definition 2.2. &

By Theorem 2.1, R�1 exists; indeed, it is FCn restricted to Ln: Algorithm 1 is an

efficient implementation of R: We omit the algorithm for R�1: The next theorem
claims that R runs in a time sublinear in the input size (which may be as large as
YðnÞ) because jRðPÞj ¼ Oðlog nÞ; as proved in Lemma 2.2. This is achieved by
exploiting the known structure of period sets; the algorithm does not need to
examine the whole input array P (cf. lines 9–11 of R).

Theorem 2.2. For a given word length n and PAGn; Algorithm 1 correctly computes

RðPÞ in OðjRðPÞj logðjRðPÞjÞÞ time.

Proof. R considers the periods of P in increasing order and uses the sorted set S to
store the forthcoming deducible periods. For each P½i
; R tests whether it is an
irreducible period (line 4). If it is not, it is skipped; otherwise it is copied into I (line
5), and we are either in case (a) or (b) of Predicate X: In case (b), no deducible
periods are induced by P½i
; so nothing else is done. In case (a), we have mulX2: If
mul ¼ 2 and mod ðsize; dÞa0; the forward propagation generates only P½i
 þ d which
is inserted into S (lines 6 and 7). If mul42; Lemma 1.1 allows to skip the periods in
the range ½P½i
;P½i
 þ ðmul � 2Þ � d
 and insert only P½i � 1
 þ mul � d; which is done
on line 8. This proves the correctness.
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We now prove that the running time is OðjRðPÞj logjRðPÞjÞ: We claim that the
while loop is executed at most 2 � ðRðPÞ � 1Þ times. Indeed, in each iteration, either
an element is inserted into I and possibly into S; or nothing happens; the latter case
arises only when the current P½i
 is in S: But at most RðPÞ � 1 elements are ever
inserted into S and I ; as after termination jI j ¼ jRðPÞj: Clearly, every operation in
the loop takes constant time, except the operations on S; which take OðlogjSjÞ time
when S is implemented as a balanced tree. &

Moreover, we prove that the size of RðPÞ is less than logarithmic in n:

Lemma 2.2. If PAGn with nX1; then jRðPÞjp1þ Ilog3=2 nm:

Proof. By induction, we formally prove that jRðPÞjp1þ log3=2 n: The lemma

follows because jRðPÞj is an integer. The statement is true for 1pnp8 by direct
inspection. Now assume nX9; and let p be the basic period in P:

If p4n=2; we know from case (b) of Predicate X that P0; the nested correlation
of P; belongs to Gðn�pÞ with n � pon=2o2n=3: Let R0 denote the associated

IPS of P0: We have jR0jp1þ log3=2ð2n=3Þ ¼ log3=2 n by induction hypothesis.

Since RðPÞ ¼ f0g,fp þ r: rAR0g; we have jRðPÞj ¼ 1þ jR0j and are done with this
case.

If ppn=2; we consider P0; the nested autocorrelation of P as specified by case (a) of
Predicate X: P0 starts at a multiple of p; say kp; and satisfies jP0jp2n=3: Therefore its
associated IPS, R0; satisfies jR0jplog3=2 n by hypothesis. Now RðPÞ contains 0; p; and

atmost all elements from kp þ R0; except kp (the 0 of R0), as kp is deducible from 0
and p: Thus, jRðPÞjp2þ ðjR0j � 1Þp1þ log3=2 n: &

3. Structural properties of Cn and Kn

3.1. Gn is a lattice under inclusion

First, we prove that the intersection of two period sets is a period set.

Lemma 3.3. If u; vAGn; then ðu-vÞAGn:

Proof. Let u; vAGn and U ;V be in Sn such that U has period set u and V has period

set v: Such strings exist by definition of Gn: Let W be the string of ðS� SÞn defined
by Wi :¼ ðUi;ViÞ for any 0pion: A period of W is necessarily a period of U and of
V : It follows that W has period set w: Thus, as periods sets are independent of the
alphabet by Theorem 1.2, w belongs to Gn: &

Lemma 3.4. ðGn;DÞ has a null element, 10n�1; and a universal element, 1n:

Theorem 3.1. ðGn;DÞ is a lattice.
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Proof. From Lemma 3.3, we know that Gn is closed under intersection. Therefore,
the meet u4v of u; vAGn is their intersection, and the join u3v is the intersection of
all elements containing both u and v: The existence of a universal element ensures
that this intersection is not empty. &

We present a constructive proof of the existence of the join.

Theorem 3.2. Let u; vAGn: The join under inclusion of u and v exists and is unique

in Gn:

Proof. Let u; vAGn: We define a function named FWn for Fine and Wilf, from 2½0;n�1


to 2½0;n�1
: It adds to the input set all periods strictly lower than n required by
Theorem 1.1 (it performs the test recursively for each pair of successive periods
in decreasing order.) We claim that w :¼ FCnðFWnðu,vÞÞ is a period set and the
unique join of u and v: To prove this, we need to show that wAGn and that w is
minimal.

Let us show that wAGn: As u,vCw; 0Aw: By construction, w satisfies the FPR.
According to characterization 3 of Theorem 1.2, we must show that w satisfies the
BPR. Assume that w violates the BPR for some periods p; q such that poqo2p:
Thus, wp ¼ wq ¼ 1;w2p�q ¼ 0 and it exists i such that 2pipminðIp=ðq � pÞm;Iðn �
pÞ=ðq � pÞmÞ and wp�iðq�pÞ ¼ 1: Consider w0 the suffix of w starting at position

p � iðq � pÞ: w0 has length n � p þ iðq � pÞ: We have w0
iðq�pÞ ¼ w0

ðiþ1Þðq�pÞ ¼ 1

corresponding to periods p and q of w: We show that iðq � pÞ þ ði þ 1Þðq � pÞon �
p þ iðq � pÞ þ gcdðiðq � pÞ; ði þ 1Þðq � pÞÞ; which means that periods iðq � pÞ and
ði þ 1Þðq � pÞ make w0 violate Theorem 1.1. We have

n4p þ iðq � pÞ3 n � p4iðq � pÞ

3 n � p þ iðq � pÞ42iðq � pÞ

and

2iðq � pÞ ¼ 2ði þ 1Þðq � pÞ � ðq � pÞ

¼ iðq � pÞ þ ði þ 1Þðq � pÞ � ðq � pÞ

¼ iðq � pÞ þ ði þ 1Þðq � pÞ � gcdðiðq � pÞ; ði þ 1Þðq � pÞÞ:

This implies that w0 violates Theorem 1.1, which is impossible because of the
construction of w: Therefore, it contradicts the hypothesis that w violates the BPR
and we have proven that wAGn:

Let us now prove that w is minimal. Assume (yAGn: ðu,vÞCyD! w: Let us denote
by i the smallest index such that yi ¼ 0 and wi ¼ 1: Either was i added by the
procedure FCn or by the procedure FWn: It means that y violates the FPR or
Theorem 1.1, in the first and second case respectively. This contradicts yAGn and we
have proven the theorem. &
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3.2. Gn does not satisfy the Jordan–Dedekind condition

The Jordan–Dedekind condition requires that all maximal chains between the
same elements have the same length. We demonstrate that Gn does not satisfy the
Jordan–Dedekind condition, implying that it is neither modular, distributive, nor a
matroid. In a partially ordered set or poset, a chain is defined as a subset of
completely ordered elements, an antichain as a subset in which any two elements are
uncomparable. The length of a chain is its number of elements minus one. The next

lemma proves the existence of a specific maximal chain between 1n and 10n�1 in Gn:

Lemma 3.5. Let nAN and p :¼ In
2
mþ 1: The following chain exists in Gn:

1n
g10p�11n�p; ð1Þ

8pXiXn � 2 : 10i�11n�i
g10i1n�i�1; ð2Þ

10n�21g10n�1: ð3Þ

Moreover, this chain is maximal and has length Jn=2n:

Proof. We prove (1). Obviously, 1n*10p�11n�p: We must show that: if

1n*x+10p�11n�p then x ¼ 10p�11n�p: Assume that such an x exists and is different

from 10p�11n�p: Then 0opðxÞop and xpðxÞ ¼ 1: By Lemma 1.1, we have 8jon �
pðxÞ þ 2; xj ¼ 0 iff pðxÞ[j: Thus, for some ppkon; xk ¼ 0 and xK10p�11n�p; which

is a contradiction.
The autocorrelations involved in (2) and (3) exist by predicate X and only differ

from each other by one period. This implies (2) and (3) and proves that the chain is
maximal. By counting the links of the chain, one gets n � p þ 1 ¼ Jn=2n: &

With p :¼ In
2
mþ 1 as above, consider Gn;p and its associated sub-lattice in Gn:

From predicate X; we have that Gn;p ¼ f10p�1gGn�p: So the structure of the sub-

lattice defined by Gn;p is exactly the one of the lattice of Gn�p: Using the previous

lemma, we deduce the existence of an induced maximal chain between 10p�11n�p and

10p�110n�p�1 in Gn: Combining this with Eq. (1) and 10p�110n�p�1
g10n�1; we obtain

another maximal chain between 1n and 10n�1 in Gn: This proves the following
lemma.

Lemma 3.6. Let n48 and p :¼ In
2
mþ 1 be integers. The chain going from 1n to

10p�11n�p; from there to 10p�110n�p�1 through the induced maximal chain over Gn;p;

and then to 10n�1 is a maximal chain of Gn: Its length is JðJn=2n� 1Þ=2nþ 2:

Hand inspection for n :¼ 1;y; 6 shows that Gn satisfies the Jordan–Dedekind
condition. We now demonstrate it is not the case when n46: The representation of
G9 given in Fig. 1 illustrates the two maximal chains and the next theorem.
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Theorem 3.3. For n46; Gn does not satisfy the Jordan–Dedekind condition.

Proof. From Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, we obtain the existence between 1n and 10n�1 of
two maximal chains of lengths Jn=2n and JðJn=2n� 1Þ=2nþ 2: Clearly, for n48
these are different. Moreover, hand inspection of G7 and G8 shows that they also do
not fulfill the Jordan–Dedekind condition. &

3.3. The poset ðLn;DÞ satisfies the Jordan–Dedekind condition

For nX3; ðLn;DÞ is not a lattice (f0; 1g and f0; 2g never have a join). On the other
hand, in contrast to Gn; we have the stronger result that any subset of an IPS

containing 0 is an IPS. This implies that if we define L0
n :¼ fI � f0g: IALng; then L0

n

is a subset family.

Lemma 3.7. Let RALn and let f0gCQCR; then QALn:

Proof. Let P :¼ FCnðRÞAGn: We must show that P0 :¼ FCnðQÞAGn; and that no
element of Q is deducible from others by the FPR. The latter property follows from
the minimality of R: To show P0AGn; we only need to consider the special case where
R ¼ Q ’,ftg; i.e., where Q contains exactly one element less than R: The general case
follows by repeated application of the special case.
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chains of different lengths between 111111111 and 100000000: The correlations on these paths are marked

with a þ or a �; respectively.
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For a contradiction, assume P0eGn: Since P0 satisfies the FPR, it must violate the
BPR (see characterization 3 of Theorem 1.2). So let 0opoqon with d :¼ q � p such
that p � deP0; but p � idAP0 for some iAf2;y;minðIp=ðq � pÞm;Iðn � pÞ=ðq �
pÞmÞg: Since P does satisfy the BPR, we must have that p � dAP; and this must be a
result of adding t to Q and propagating it. From this, we conclude that one of the
supposedly non-deducible elements of Q; and hence of R; is in fact deducible from t:
So R is not an IPS, a contradiction. &

Theorem 3.4. The poset ðLn;DÞ satisfies the Jordan–Dedekind condition.

Proof. From Lemma 3.7, for all pairs P;QALn: PgQ iff P ¼ Q,fqg for some q in
½1; n � 1
: &

As a corollary of Lemma 3.7, the intersection of two IPSs is an IPS, but the
intersections of two IPSs is not the IPS of the intersection of their respective period
sets. Neither Gn nor Ln are closed under union. The union of two IPSs may
recursively violate Theorem 1.1 several times, as in the following example:
u :¼ f0; 5; 7g; v :¼ f0; 5; 8; 9g; u,v ¼ f0; 5; 7; 8; 9g (ð7; 8Þ require 6 in the suffix of
length 5; and ð5; 6Þ require 1 in the whole u,v).

4. Enumeration of all autocorrelations of length n

In this section, we present the first efficient enumeration algorithm for string
autocorrelations of length n: Another brute force algorithm (in addition to the one
mentioned in the Introduction) is to apply predicate X to each of the 2n possible
binary vectors and retain those that satisfy X: This is exponential in n and not
practical. The recursive structure of X permits the use of X as the basis of a dynamic
programming algorithm that efficiently computes Gn from Gm;p with mo2n=3 and

1pppm: Gn;1 ¼ f1ng and Gn;n ¼ f10n�1g for all n: Below is the algorithm to

compute Gn;p for nX3 and 2pppðn � 1Þ: We assume that all necessary Gm;p with

mo2n=3 have already been computed.
Case (a) ½2pppn=2
: Let r0 :¼ n mod p and r :¼ r0 þ p: Then ppro2p; and there are

two sub-cases. In each of them, Gn;p can be constructed from a subset of Gr: Let sn;p :¼
ð10p�1ÞIn=pm�1; every correlation in Gn;p is of the form sn;pw with wAGr chosen as follows:

1. Case r ¼ p:

Gn;p ¼ fsn;pw j wAGr;p0 ; r0 þ gcdðp; p0Þop0opg ð4Þ

2. Case poro2p:

Gn;p ¼fsn;pw j wAGr;pg
’
[

sn;pw j wAGr;p0 ; r0 þ gcdðp; p0Þop0op;wp ¼ 1
� �

ð5Þ
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In (4) and (5), the inequality ðr0 þ gcdðp; p0Þop0opÞ implies that p0 does not divide p:
Case (b) ½ðn=2Þoppðn � 1Þ
: Gn;p is constructed from Gðn�pÞ:

Gn;p ¼ f10p�1w j wAGðn�pÞg ð6Þ

Proof (Correctness). Comparison with X reveals that every element that is included in
Gn;p according to each of (4), (5), or (6) fulfills X: (Case (a) of X has been further

subdivided into r ¼ p and poro2p:) It remains to be shown that every vector
satisfying X is included in the appropriate Gn;p: If this is not the case, let v be a vector of

minimal length n that is an autocorrelation, but that is not included in Gn;p where

p ¼ pðvÞ: The only way this could happen would be if the r-suffix of v were already not
contained in its appropriate Gr;p0 : But this would contradict the minimality of n: &

Improvements. Two improvements increase the efficiency and allow computation
up to n ¼ 450:

1. For given values of n and p; all autocorrelations in Gn;p have the same prefix.

The prefix length is p for p4n=2 and pðIn=pm� 1Þ for ppn=2: This prefix is
immediately available, and need not be stored explicitly.

2. In case (a), Gn;p is obtained from autocorrelations wAGr with rXp: By Lemma

1.1, such w must satisfy pðwÞ4ðn mod pÞ; and therefore it is possible to construct Gn;p

from the sets Gs with sop: Hence, to obtain Gn;p; in both cases (a) and (b), only the

sets Gm;p0 with mpIn=2m; 1pp0pm are needed. For example, to compute G200; we

only need to know G1;y;G100 and their respective subsets, but not G101;y;G133:

5. Bounds on the number of autocorrelations

In this section, we investigate how the number kn of different autocorrelations of
length n grows with n: From Theorem 1.2, we know that kn is independent of the
alphabet size. In [9], it is shown that as n-N;

1

2 ln 2
þ oð1Þp ln kn

ðln nÞ2
p

1

2 lnð3=2Þ þ oð1Þ: ð7Þ

As shown in Fig. 2, these bounds are rather loose. In fact, for small n; the actual
value of kn is below its asymptotic lower bound. While we conjecture that

limn-N

ln kn

ðln nÞ2 ¼
1

2 ln 2
; it remains an open problem to derive a tight upper bound and

prove this conjecture. Our contribution is that a good lower bound for kn is closely
related to the number of binary partitions of an integer. Both improved bounds we
derive from this relationship are also shown in Fig. 2.

We have k0 ¼ 1; k1 ¼ 1; and k2 ¼ 2: Considering only the correlations given by
case (b) of predicate X; we have

knX

X
n=2oppn

kn�p ¼
XJn=2n�1

i¼0

ki: ð8Þ
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We define L0 :¼ 1; L1 :¼ 1; and, for nX2; Ln :¼
PJn=2n�1

i¼0 Li: By induction, Lnpkn

for all nX0: From the definition of Ln; we deduce that for nX2:

Ln ¼
Ln�1; n even;

Ln�2 þ Lðn�1Þ=2; n odd:

(
ð9Þ

Now we consider a related sequence: the number of binary partitions Bn of an
integer nX0; i.e., the number of ways to write n as a sum of powers of 2 where the
order of summands does not matter. For example, 6 can be written as such a sum in
6 different ways: 4þ 2; 4þ 1þ 1; 2þ 2þ 2; 2þ 2þ 1þ 1; 2þ 1þ 1þ 1þ 1; 1þ
1þ 1þ 1þ 1þ 1: Therefore B6 ¼ 6: By convention, B0 ¼ 1; furthermore B1 ¼ 1:
Binary partitions have been extensively studied; for example, see [5,8]. For nX2; they
satisfy the recursion

Bn ¼
Bn�2 þ Bn=2; n even;

Bn�1; n odd:

�

The following lemma states the close relation between the lower bound Ln for kn and
the number of binary partitions Bn:

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Fig. 2. True values of ln kn=ðln nÞ2 for np400; compared to Guibas and Odlyzko’s (G&O) asymptotic

lower bound, the improved asymptotic bound from Theorem 5.1(ii) derived from DeBruijn’s results, and

the non-asymptotic lower bound from Theorem 5.1(i) based on Fröberg’s work. Both of these bounds

converge to the G&O asymptotic value of 1=ð2 ln 2Þ for n-N: The upper bound of G&O, corresponding

to the line y ¼ 1=ð2 lnð3=2ÞÞE1:23; is not visible on the figure.
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Lemma 5.8. For nX1; Ln ¼ 1=2 � Bnþ1:

Proof. The proof is by induction. For n ¼ 1; we have L1 ¼ 1 ¼ 1=2 � B2: If nX2 is
even, Ln ¼ Ln�1 ¼ Bðn�1Þþ1=2 ¼ Bnþ1=2; as ðn þ 1Þ is then odd. If nX3 is odd,

Ln ¼ Ln�2 þ Ln�1
2
¼ 1

2
ðBn�1 þ Bnþ1

2
Þ ¼ 1

2
� Bnþ1;

by the recursion for Bnþ1 for even ðn þ 1Þ: &

We state some known properties of Bn from Fröberg [8] and De Bruijn [5].
Results on the number of binary partitions, Bn: In [8], Fröberg proves the following:

Define

FðnÞ :¼
XN
k¼0

nk

2
kðkþ1Þ

2 k!
: ð10Þ

Then Bn ¼ Cn � FðnÞ; where ðCnÞ is a sequence bounded between
0:63722oCno1:920114 for all nX0: It is estimated (but unproven) that Cn tends
to a limit C:E0:92330770:000001 as n-N:

De Bruijn [5] shows that for an even integer n ¼ 2m;

ln B2m ¼ðln m � ln ln mÞ2

2 ln 2
þ 1

2
þ 1þ ln ln 2

ln 2

� 	
ln m

� 1þ ln ln 2

ln 2

� 	
ln ln m þ Oð1Þ: ð11Þ

Combining Lemma 5.8, Fröberg’s and De Bruijn’s results allows us to derive good
lower bounds on kn in the next theorem.

Theorem 5.1 (Lower bounds on kn). Define FðnÞ as in Eq. (10). (i) For all nX1;
knX0:31861Fðn þ 1Þ: (ii) Asymptotically (with approximated constants),

ln kn

ðln nÞ2
X

1

2 ln 2
1� ln ln n

ln n

� 	2

þ0:4139

ln n
� 1:47123 ln ln n

ðln nÞ2
þ O

1

ðln nÞ2

 !
:

Proof. We know knXLn ¼ Bnþ1=2 for all nX1: The first bound follows directly from
Fröbergs results. To derive the second, note that (11) also holds for odd integers
m ¼ 2n þ 1; since lnðm þ 1Þ ¼ ln m þ Oð1=mÞ: Then, replacing n ¼ m=2 in (11), and
re-sorting the terms, we obtain

ln Bn ¼ 1

2 ln 2
ðln n � ln ln nÞ2 þ 1

ln 2
þ ln ln 2

ln 2
� 1

2

� 	
ln n

� 2þ ln ln 2

ln 2

� 	
ln ln n þ Oð1Þ:
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Since ln knXln Ln ¼ lnð1=2Þ þ ln Bnþ1 ¼ ln Bn þ Oð1Þ; the same asymptotic formula

yields a lower bound for kn: Dividing by ðln nÞ2 and approximating the lower-order
constants by their numerical values proves the second bound. &

6. Computing the size of populations

The correlation of a string depends on its self-overlapping structure, but is not
directly related to its characters. Hence, different strings share the same correlation.
For instance over the alphabet fa; bg; take abbabba and babbabb: The population of a
correlation v is the set of strings over S whose correlation is v: We wish to compute
the size of the population of a given correlation, and by extension of all correlations.

In [9], Guibas and Odlyzko exhibit a recurrence linking the population sizes of a
correlation and of its nested correlation. Here, we exhibit another recurrence which
links the population size of an autocorrelation v to the population sizes of the
autocorrelations it is included in. The recurrence depends on the number of free

characters (nfc for short) of v; to be defined next.

Definition 6.3 (Number of free characters). The nfc of a correlation v is the
maximum number of positions in a string U with PðUÞ ¼ v that are not determined
by the periods.

To illustrate this definition, note that a correlation represents a set of equalities
between the characters of a string. For example, take v :¼ 100001001AG9: A string
U ¼ u0yu8 with PðUÞ ¼ v must satisfy the following set of equations: fu0 ¼ u3 ¼
u5 ¼ u8; u1 ¼ u6; u2 ¼ u7g: Thus we can write any word U as u0u1u2u0u4u0u1u2u0 for
some u0; u1; u2; u4AS: So the nfc of v is 4:

The nfc is independent of S and can be computed from v alone. Given a
correlation v and its length n; Algorithm 2 (NFC), computes the nfc of v: NFC
follows the recursive structure of predicate X and requires YðnÞ time.

We now state our recurrence on the population sizes.
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Theorem 6.1. Let nAN and let vk be the kth ðk ¼ 1;y; knÞ autocorrelation of Gn: Let

rk denote the number of free characters of vk; and Nk be its population size. We have

Nk ¼ srk �
X

j:vkCvj

Nj:

Proof. For any word U with PðUÞ ¼ vk there are rk free positions. For each of the
srk combinations of rk characters from S; we construct a word V satisfying the
character equalities associated with vk; and have vkDPðVÞ: We do not necessarily
have vk ¼ PðVÞ; because V may in fact satisfy additional character equalities.
Conversely, every word V with vkDPðVÞ is obtained in this way. Therefore

srk ¼
X

j:vkDvj

Nj ¼ Nk þ
X

j:vkCvj

Nj;

which proves the theorem. &

7. Application: uniform random sampling of period sets

In this section we show how the notion of IPS can be used to uniformly sample
from Gn without enumerating Gn or knowing kn: A consequence of Lemma 3.7 is that

L0
n :¼ fI � f0g: IALng is a subset family. This observation leads to a simple Markov

chain algorithm for uniform random sampling from Gn:

The state space of the Markov chain ðXtÞ is the set L0
n of IPSs (without zeros) for

string length n: The chain starts deterministically at X0 :¼ fg; and moves from IPS to
IPS according to the rules given below. After a sufficiently large number T of steps,
the algorithm outputs the forward closure of the current IPS, i.e., FCnðXT,f0gÞ;
which is in Gn:

To make a one-step transition, i.e., to move from Xt to Xtþ1; the following is done:
1. Draw a random variable RAf1; 2;y; n � 1g according to the uniform

distribution on f1; 2;y; n � 1g:
2. If RAXt; then Xtþ1 :¼ Xt\fRg; otherwise, if Xt,fRgAL0

n; then Xtþ1 :¼
Xt,fRg; otherwise do nothing, i.e. Xtþ1 :¼ Xt:

To prove that this procedure works, we first show that the Markov chain never
leaves the set of valid IPSs.

Lemma 7.1. In the Markov chain defined above, XtAL0
n for all tX0: Every step of the

chain takes OðnÞ time.

Proof. Clearly, X0 ¼ fgAL0
n: Assume that XtAL0

n for some tX0: We face three

alternatives: Xtþ1 ¼ Xt\fRg for some RAXt; Xtþ1 ¼ Xt; or Xtþ1 ¼ Xt,fRg for some

ReXt: In the first case, Xtþ1AL0
n since L0

n is a subset family. In the second case, there

is nothing to prove and in the third case, Xtþ1AL0
n is explicitly checked, and this

check requires linear time by Lemma 2.2. &
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To show that the proposed Markov chain indeed solves the uniform random
sampling problem, we will prove that it is ergodic (i.e., irreducible and aperiodic) and

converges to the uniform distribution on L0
n: To that end, we shall examine the

structure of the transition matrix ðPST ÞS;TAL0
n
: Note that an important point of the

algorithm is that the transition matrix never has to be computed explicitly.

Let I1;y; Ikn
be an arbitrary enumeration of the elements of L0

n; with I1 :¼ fg: For

iaj; the entry Pij; i.e., the probability to move from Ii to Ij in one step, is 1=ðn � 1Þ if
either Ii ¼ Ij,fkg or Ij ¼ Ii,fkg for some k; and zero otherwise. The diagonal

entries Pii are defined by the requirement that the rows of P sum to one. This shows
that the transition matrix is symmetric.

The following lemma shows one method how to reach any target set Ij from any

starting set Ii in a sufficiently high given number of steps.

Lemma 7.2. Let nX2: Define Sn :¼ 1þ Ilog3=2 nm; the size bound of IPSs for string

length n: For every kX0; any set IjAL0
n can be reached from any set IiAL0

n in 2Sn þ k

steps with positive probability. In other words, if P is the one-step transition matrix of

the Markov chain, then for every kX0; the matrix P2Snþk has strictly positive entries.

Proof. Fix some i and j: Let spSn be the cardinality of Ii; and tpSn the cardinality
of Ij: Let x :¼ 2Sn � ðs þ tÞ þ k � 2: In the first s steps, the elements of Ii are removed

(starting with the largest, say) until fg is reached. Then we move to f1g and cycle
there for x steps, move back to fg; and from there build up Ij in t steps. (The reason

for the detour over f1g is convenience; we cannot cycle in fg to ‘‘wait’’ some number
of steps, because to fg any number in ½1; n � 1
 will be added successfully. The set
f1g; however, always exists for nX2 and is a typical ‘‘wait state’’: Once there, the
probability of staying there is ðn � 2Þ=ðn � 1Þ; because the only valid move is back to
fg:) Each of the indicated transitions has a positive probability, 1=ðn � 1Þ: Therefore,
we can move from any Ij to any Ij in t þ 1þ x þ 1þ s ¼ 2Sn þ k steps with positive

probability. &

Theorem 7.1 (Convergence to the uniform distribution on L0
n). The Markov chain

ðXtÞtX0; as defined above, is ergodic. Its stationary distribution is the uniform

distribution on L0
n; and the chain converges to its stationary distribution.

Proof. The ergodicity (i.e., aperiodicity and irreducibility) follows from the existence
of a power (e.g., 2Sn) of the transition matrix P that has strictly positive entries.
Therefore, there exists a unique stationary distribution p on the states that satisfies
(written as a row vector) pP ¼ p:

By the transition rules, P is symmetric, and hence doubly stochastic (each row and

column sums to one). Therefore, the uniform distribution p ¼ ð 1
kn
;y; 1

kn
Þ satisfies

pP ¼ p; so it is the stationary distribution of the Markov chain.
It is a classical result of Markov chain theory (e.g. see [1, Theorem 8.9]) that an

ergodic Markov chain converges exponentially fast to its stationary distribution,
independently of the start state. &
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It is a difficult problem to decide for how long the Markov chain must run to come
e-close to the uniform distribution. It depends on the connectivity of the chain, or the
number of paths from one state to another. While has been some remarkable
progress towards the convergence analysis of Markov chains (e.g. see [6]), we could
not establish a useful bound on the number of required steps in this case.
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